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4bstract: Опе of the most important prerequisites јог the successful operatioh ој те ореп-сазг lignite mine is 10 
carry out all the auxiliary works fimely with the necessary quality. Тће most important апа most соттоту used 
auxiliary machines are bulldozers. Engaging time of bulldozers use is in direct relation with the coefficients of the 
time and capacity ш таноп ој the continuous system јог the excavatioh ој coal апа tailings, which indicafes their 
importance. More than 100 bulldozers have been hired оп the ореп-сазт lignite mines of Electric Power Гтаизту of 
Serbia. |Тће је cycle of these machihes is 5–10 years, 50 И is hecessary 10 replace тће complete equipmeht several 
times тт the lifetime ој the mine. The purchasing and the operational costs of auxiliary machihnes are high, and тп the 
10141 cost of coal excavating mehtioned cost are fFom about 1.5-2 6 АП this points to the importance of choosihng 
adequate туре of bulldozer. 4lso, this paper defines the optimal bulldozer replacement period within the life cycle of 
that machihe. 

Keywords: Open-cast coal mine, auxiliary works, bulldozers, optimization, availabilifty. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Dozers are most common auxiliary machines at open-cast coal mines, both by type and the scope of tasks 
these machines can be used for. In the open-cast lignite mines of Electric Power Industry of Serbia 
(hereinafter designation EPS), in daily operation аге more than 50 bulldozers from 300 heavy duty 
auxiliary machines, while 113 are available. The average age of dozers is around 10 years and achieved 
25,000 moto-hours (operating hours). Such structure of age and achieved operating hours 15 the reason for 
having more than twice as much available dozers in relation to operating ones. 

It should be noted that dozers are generating 45 — 50% of all auxiliary equipment costs. This implies the 
necessity for detailed analysis ог all parameters of these machines, including. current and historic trends, 

as well as some technical capabilities. Such ап analysis would enable better forecasting ог their operation. 

Dozer's life оп the open-cast mines is related to numerous factors, where most important ones аге 
machine's quality, ореганпр conditions, maintenance quality, operating  quality, апа others. Empirical 
data shows that dozer's life on open-cast mines is 25-30,000 hours, i.e. around 10 years of operation. 
However, some data also shows that dozers after 6% year ог operation аге having lesser efficiency which 
is indicated by reduced number of effective hours which these machines can achieve, higher consumption 
of fuel and spare parts and more stoppages (failures) (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Тће акегаре number ој achieved того hours т орегапоп апа згорравез ој dozers јог 10 years of 

орегапоп 

2. LIFE СУСТЕ ОЕ DOZER 

Life сусје ог mechanization refers to 5 дигаНоп, i.e. it starts just after the designing stage апа production 
stage. Непсе, it is the period during which the mechanization is in functional condition, meaning it is used 

[2, 5]. 

Life cycle of a machine, facility or any other technical system has a complex structure, and it 
encompasses several distinctive but interrelated and timely adjusted groups of activities. Technical system 
is used only during one part of own life cycle, therefore, time it is used is shorter than time of its duration. 

Life cycle is defined by several stages: 

Concept / project requirements; 

Project concept; 

Main project – designing; 

Manufacturing: 
Application / operation and 

Decommissioning. 

As shown in Figure 2, operation of the machine with the highest profit is just a short interval within the 
operational life. In this period profit is the highest due to low maintenance costs. Subsequent period has 
larger operational costs, but machine still generates profit, while finally, there is a period during Wwhich 
machine still сап operate, but with large maintenance cost and declined reliability, meaning that we аге 
not sure when machine will be available. At this time machine should be replaced [2]. 
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Figure 2. Тће relation between ејјеспуе working те апа total орегаптр costs 
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Limiting costs based оп these уајџез аге defined for strong dozers at 70 C/mh and for уегу strong dozers 
at 100 е/тћ. 

Operating costs by years for CAT D8R and Dressta TD25M dozers in PE EPS are shown in Figure 4. 
Costs increasing trend is evident in this interpretation. In case of applying profit life criterion CAT D8R 
dozer should be replaced after 7 years of operation, ог in this case after 22,000 working hours оп average. 
Оп the other hand, Dressta TD25M dozer should be replaced after 3 years апа 8,500 working hours. 
Limiting cost јог all dozers is 70 E/mh [1]. 
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Figure 4. Diagram јог determination of Птите со515 value for САТ D8R апа Dressta TD25M dozers 

3. AVAILABILITY 

Typical curve ог failures, known as "bath tub" curve, is evident regarding dozers ореганпр оп open-cast 
mines. Failure is a condition when the machine completely or partially loses operating capability and it is 
unable to meet the task requirements and function, as established by the machine design and 
specifications. One of the most important reliability indicators is failure frequency, i.e. expected number 
of failures in certain time interval. Failure frequency distribution curve is afore mentioned "bath tub" 
curve, shown in Figure 5. Interpretation of this curve indicates that usually large number of failures 
occurs at the beginning ог machine's service life, followed by ће decline after this initial period. As 

machine approaches to the end of its life, curve enters the worn-out period with increasing rate of failures. 
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Figure 5. "Bath tub" curve, a relatioh of time апа failure rate 
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Described ргоседше was регјогтеа for аП теп years. Decreasing trend ог technical availability 
coefficient јог dozers САТ D8R in Kolubara basin for ten years ог operation, only relating to dozers ог 
similar performances (internal marks C3 to C17) is presented in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Declining пепа ој technical availability coefficient ој БиПаогет САТ D8R тп Kolubara basin during ј1751 

ten years of operation 

This diagram (Figure 7) is used for further analysis related to optimal replacement time. 

Lower limit of availability for dozer replacement is 0.80. This is limit value for linear correlation of time 
categories — time in operation, time of planned and non-planned stoppages. It the availability is lower 
than this value than should be more of the machines in the fleet of the open cast mine, thus increasing the 
costs. On the other hand, insufficient number of machines (dozers) will result in reduced execution of 
auxiliary operations, with influence on efficiency of continuous systems. Below is an example with CAT 
DSR and Shangai PD320Y-1. Optimal replacement те is established, based оп diagrams ог availability 
of these dozers (declining trend of technical availability coefficient of bulldozers in Kolubara basin for 
first ten years of operation) and limiting availability of 0.80. This diagram is shown in Figure 8 [1]. 
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Figure 8. Орпта! терјасетет ој аогет5 САТ D8R апа 5ћапећа! PD3207Y-1 according 10 availability 

Тћегејоге, САТ D8R догег, in conditions ог Kolubara open-cast пипез, should be рјаппеа for 

replacement after 8% year ог operation, while Shanghai PD320Y-1 dozer after 3“ уеаг ог operation. 
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